
 

 
October 19, 2020 
CMPF COVID-19 Bulletin:                     To the Families of Residents and Supporters of CMP 

CMPF Board of Directors is pleased to advise that our home remains FREE of COVID-19.  

This positive outcome is a direct result of the proactive precautions and revised protocols that have been implemented since the 
outset of the pandemic outbreak and continue on today.  

Unfortunately, cases of COVID-19 are currently on the rise throughout Ontario with high increase on new infections daily. The City 
of Toronto and the surrounding regions of Peel, and York are all reporting a rise cases as we move through October.  

Our goal is to keep the staff and residents of CMP safe and to continue to keep our home free of COVID-19. In order to 
accomplish this, we ask for vigilance and cooperation from our residents and their families in following the rules and protocols 
implemented by our Board on the advice of public health officials and doctors. 

We thank everyone for their cooperation in keeping our residents and staff safe and healthy and we rely on your continued support 
to sustain this mission and ensure ongoing success. 

In response to the serious threat that COVID-19 still poses to the health and wellbeing of our senior citizens, we will continue to 
keep precautionary restrictions intact. 

The following is a reminder of continuing protocols in effect: 

• Wearing a MASK is MANDATORY inside the BUILDING 

• CMP will remain CLOSED to VISITORS 

• RESIDENTS can visit with their families OUTSIDE 

• RESIDENTS must physically distance at least 6-feet apart when meeting with family members. 

• Agency Cleaning Services resumed on September 1st, 2020, and will continue. 

• RESIDENTS are allowed only ONE cleaning service visit per month 

• RESIDENTS using the PSW service must use the cluster care method allowing for one PSW for the building, Monday 
to Friday 

• Any RESIDENT who has been away from CMP for 24-hours or more MUST FOLLOW QUARANTINE PROTOCOLS 
for 14-days immediately upon return OR produce Negative COVID test (isolation is still recommended) 

With respect to potential NEW RESIDENTS, Zlatka and Dr. Chris will be reviewing all admission applications and medical forms. 

Finally, restrictions, protocols and procedures will be re-evaluated on Dec 1, 2020, and any further amendments will be 
announced shortly thereafter. 

The health and wellbeing of our residents remains the #1 priority of the CMPF Board. 

We thank you and your families for your continued cooperation and support.  

George Markou 

President, CMP Foundation  

 


